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Abstract 
 
This paper will discuss the design of PI and PID controller tuning rules to compensate processes with delay, that are 
modelled in a number of ways. The rules allow the achieveme nt of constant gain and phase margins as the delay varies.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The ability of PI and PID controllers to compensate most practical industrial processes has led to their wide 
acceptance in industrial applications. The requirement to choose eit her two or three controller parameters has meant that 
the use of tuning rules to determine these parameters are popular. The author has previously considered this topic in 
detail [1-4]. Normally, the gain and phase margins of the compensated systems tend to increase as the time delay 
increases, reflecting the common view that PI and PID controllers are less suitable for the control of dominant time delay 
processes; however, the author discovered that a number of PI tuning rules, in particular, had the chara cteristic of 
allowing constant gain and phase margin, as the delay varied, for processes modelled in first order lag plus delay (FOLPD) 
form [5]. This paper proposes an original approach to design tuning rules for both PI and PID controllers, for a wider 
variety of process models, with the above characteristic. 
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, PI controller tuning rules are specified for processes modelled in 
FOLPD form and integral plus delay (IPD) form. In Section 3, PID controller tuning rules are described for processes 
modelled in FOLPD form, second order system plus delay (SOSPD) form and SOSPD form with a negative zero. Section 4 
deals with the design of PD controller tuning rules for the control of processes modelled in first order lag plus integral plus 
delay (FOLIPD) form. Finally, Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. 
 
2. PI CONTROLLER DESIGN  
 
2.1 Processes modelled in first order lag plus delay (FOLPD) form 
 
For such processes and controllers, 
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The gain margin,    2
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If cK  and iT  are designed as follows:  
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and      mi TT =        (8) 
Then equation (6) becomes p-=tw-p- mp5.0  i.e. mp 2tp=w . Substituting into equation (5) gives 
mcmmm KK2TA tp= . Equation (4) becomes 1TKK mgcm =w  i.e. mcmg TKK=w . Equation (3) then becomes 
mmcmm TKK5.0 t-p=f . Then, from equation (7),  
a2A m p=        (9) 
and       a5.0m -p=f       (10) 
Some typical tuning rules are shown in the table below. 
 
Table 1: Typical PI controller tuning rules – FOLPD process model 
a cK  iT  mA  mf  
3p  mmm KT047.1 t  mT  1.5 6p  
4p  mmm KT785.0 t  mT  2.0 4p  
6p  mmm KT524.0 t  mT  3.0 3p  
 
It may also be demonstrated that, if cK  and iT  are designed as follows: 
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where uK  and uT  are the ultimate gain and ultimate period, respectively, then the constant gain and phase margins 
provided in equations (9) and (10) are obtained.  
 
2.2 Processes modelled in integral plus delay (IPD) form 
 
A similar analysis to that of Section 2.1 may be done for the design of PI controllers for processes modelled in 
integral plus delay (IPD) form. The process is modelled as follows:   seK)s(G msmm
t-=   (13) 
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Corresponding to equations (5) and (6), the gain margin,  
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i.e. pw  is given by mpip
1 Ttan tw=w- . An analytical solution to this equation is not possible, though if the approximation 
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The inequality 1Tip >w  may be shown to be equivalent to b > 1.273. From (20) and (22), calculations show: 
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Some typical tuning rules are shown in the table below. 
 
Table 2: Typical PI controller tuning rules – IPD process model 
cK  iT  mA  mf  
mmK558.0 t  m4.1 t  1.5 02.46  
mmK484.0 t  m55.1 t  2.0 05.45  
mmK458.0 t  m35.3 t  3.0 09.59  
mmK357.0 t  m3.4 t  4.0 00.60  
mmK305.0 t  m15.12 t  5.0 00.75  
 
It may also be shown that the maximum sensitivity (which is the shortest distance from the Nyquist curve to the (-1,0) 
point on the Rl-Im axis) is a constant using the above tuning strategy. The maximum sensitivity is calculated as: 
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It may also be shown that, if cK  and iT  are designed as follows:  uc aKK =     (25) 
and         ui bTT =     (26) 
then the following constant gain and phase margins are determined: 
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3. PID CONTROLLER DESIGN  
 
3.1 Process modelled in FOLPD form; Classical PID controller 
  
The classical PID controller is given by   ÷÷
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and the process model is given by equation (1). Following the procedure in Section 2.1, it may be shown that  
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If cK , iT  and dT  are designed as follows:   
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       mi TT a=      (35) 
and        md TT =       (36) 
then equation (32) becomes 05.0 mp =tw-p  i.e. mp 2tp=w , and equation (31) becomes mcmmm KK2TA tpa= . 
Equation (33) becomes 1TKK mgcm =w  i.e. mcmg TKK=w . Equation (30) then becomes mmcmm TKK5.0 at-p=f . 
Then, from equation (34),     a2Am pa=       (37) 
and        a-p=f a5.0m      (38) 
This design reduces to the PI controller design when 1=a . 
 
3.2 Process modelled in second order system plus delay (SOSPD) form; Series PID controller 
 
For such processes and controllers,   
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will allow a2A m p= and a5.0m -p=f , as before. 
 
3.3 Process modelled in SOSPD form with a negative zero; Classical PID controller 
 
For such processes,     
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will allow a2A m p= and a5.0m -p=f , as in Sections 2.1 and 3.2. 
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4. PD CONTROLLER DESIGN 
 
In this case, the process is modelled in first order lag plus integral plus delay (FOLIPD) form i.e. 
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will allow a2A m p= and a5.0m -p=f , as in Sections 2.1, 3.2 and 3.3. 
 
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
A number of authors have proposed tuning rules which have the effect of allowing the achievement of a 
constant gain and phase margin, as the time delay of the process model varies. For the PI control of a FOLPD process 
model, O’Dwyer [5] shows that the tuning rules proposed by Chien et al. [6], Haalman [7], Pemberton [8], Smith and 
Corripio [9], Rivera et al. [10], Fruehauf et al. [11], Hang et al. [12], Ho et al. [13], Voda and Landau [14], Cox et al. [15], St. 
Clair [16] and Bi et al. [17] facilitate the achievement of a constant gain and phase margin. Most of these tuning rules are 
determined from a time domain controller design approach. Haalman [7] proposes a tuning rule that gives a constant gain 
and phase margin when the process is modelled in FOLPD form, with the PID controller being in series form.  
The paper discusses an original approach to design tuning rules for both PI and PID controllers, for a wide 
variety of process models that include a delay, with the primary objective of achieving constant gain and phase margins 
for all values of delay. In one of the cases discussed (PI control of an IPD process model), an analytical approximation is 
used in the development; this approximation may also be used to determine further tuning rules for other process models 
with delay, and other PID controller structures. 
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